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From speech to SQL queries : a speech
understanding system

SalmaJamoussiand Kamel Smäıli and Jean-Paul Haton

LORIA/INRIA-L orraine
615 rue du Jardin Botanique, BP 101, F-54600 Vil lers-lès-Nancy, France

Abstract

In this paper, we describe our speech understanding system and we test it on
two differen t applications. The proposedsystem is a task specific one and it con-
cern especially oral databaseconsultation tasks. In this work, we consider that the
automatic speech understanding problem could be seenas an association problem
between two differen t languages.At the entry , the request expressedin natural
languageand at the end, just before the interpretation stage, the samerequest is
expressedin term of concepts.A concept represents a given meaning, it is defined
by a set of words sharing the samesemantic properties. In this paper, we proposea
new Bayesian network basedmethod to automatically extract the underlined con-
cepts. We also proposeand comparethree approachesfor the vector representation
of words. We finish this paper by a description of the post-processingstep during
which we generatecorresponding SQL queriesto the pronouncedsentencesand we
connect our understanding system to a speech recognition engine.This step allows
us to validate our speech understanding approach by obtaining with the two treated
applications the rates of 78% and 81% of well formed SQL requests.

Key words:
Speech understanding, semantic measures,automatic extraction of concepts,word
vector representation, Bayesian networks, AutoClass.

1 In tro duction

Languageand speech recognition processingbecomevery important research
areasand their applicationsare moreand morepresent in our daily life. These
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interactive applicationsmust be ableto processusersspoken queries.It means
they have to recognizewhat has been uttered, extract its meaning and give
suitable answers or executeright corresponding commands.In such applica-
tions, the speech understanding component constitutes a key step. Several
methods were proposed in the literature to clean up this problem and the
majorit y of them is basedon stochastic approaches.Thesemethods allow to
reducethe needof human expertise, however they require a supervisedlearn-
ing step which meansa former stage of manual annotation of the training
corpus[1,4,5].

The data annotation step consistsin segmenting the data into conceptualseg-
ments whereeach segment represents an underlined meaning[1]. Within this
step, we have to find first of all the list of conceptswhich are related to the
consideredcorpus.Then, we can usetheseconceptsto label the segments of
each sentence in the corpusand finally, we can launch the training step. Do-
ing all this in a manual way constitutes a tiresome and an expensive phase.
Moreover, the manual extraction is proneto subjectivit y and to human errors.
Automating this task will thus reducethe human intervention and will espe-
cially allow us to use the sameprocesswhen context changes.Our purpose
in this paper is to fully automate the understanding processfrom the input
signal until the SQL requestgenerationstep.

In this paper, we start by giving a brief description of the statistical approach
which constitutes the most usedmethod for resolvingthe speech understand-
ing problem. We present then the detailed architecture of our understanding
systemwherewe proposea newapproach to automatically extract the seman-
tic conceptsof the consideredapplication. For this, we usea Bayesiannetwork
for unsupervisedclassification,calledAutoClassand we exposethree methods
for the vector representation of words, theserepresentations aim to help the
Bayesiannetwork to build up efficien t concepts.We test this method on two
applications data and we comparethe Bayesian network performanceswith
those obtained by the Kohonen maps and the K-meansalgorithm. Then, we
will describe the last stage of our understanding process,in which we label
the userrequestsand we generatethe associated SQL queries.Finally, we use
a speech recognition system to be able to treat sentencesgiven in their sig-
nal forms. Tow kinds of results are given in this paper. The first results are
obtained when the system input is speech and the secondonesconcernthe
textual entry form.

2 The statistical approac h for the speech understanding problem

A speech understanding system could be consideredas a machine that pro-
ducesan action as the result of an input sentence. Thus, the understanding
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problem could be seenas a translation process,it translates a signal (repre-
sented by a sequenceof words) into a special form that represents the meaning
convoyed by the sentence. In a first time, the sentence is labelled by a list of
conceptual entities (often called concepts), these labels constitute a useful
intermediate representation which must be simple and representativ e. In a
secondtime, this representation will be used to interpret semantically the
sentence.

The speech understandingproblemcanbeseenthen asan association problem,
where we have to associate inputs (e.g. speech or text) to their respective
meaningsrepresented by a list of concepts.A concept is related to a given
meaning, it is given by a set of words expressingthe sameidea and sharing
the samesemantic properties. For example,the words plane, train, boat, bus
can all correspond to the concept“ transport means” in a travel application.

The step of interpretation consistsin converting the obtained conceptsto an
action to be done as a final responseto the user. In order to achieve such a
goal, we have to convert these conceptsinto a target formal command (e.g.
an SQL query, a shell command, etc.). The figure 1 illustrates the general
architecture of such speech understandingsystem,this model was given in [5]
and it was included in several other works becauseof its effectiv enessand its
simplicity [1,4].

ACTION

ST RC

meaning
represented
with theSemantic

Transducer
appropriate
concepts

RepresentationSpeech or text
Converter

Fig. 1. General architecture of a speech understanding system.

The semantic transducer component is consideredas the main module in a
speech understanding system while it translates a given sentence to its con-
ceptual form. In the literature, this step is often achieved by using the Hidden
Markov Models technique. The aim is to find the conceptlist maximizing the
likelihood P (C|A) whereC represents a set of conceptsand A is the acoustic
representation of the pronouncedsentenceS :

Ĉ = argmax
C

P (C|A)

Using the Bayesformula we can transform this last equation into :

Ĉ = argmax
S,C

P (A|S)P (S|C)P (C)

The terms of this equation represent three particular models :
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• The acousticmodel represented by the probability of the acousticobserva-
tion A given the sequenceof the sentencewords S : P (A|S)

• The syntaxic model which is given by P (S|C) : the probability that we have
a word sequenceS given somemeaningC. C represents a certain sequence
of concepts.

• The semantic model given by the probability P (C) of a concept sequence
C.

The acoustic model is often maximized using somespeech recognition tech-
niques.For the understanding task only the tow last models are considered.
In this casewe approximate thesemodels to :

P (S|C) '
∏

i

P (wi |wi − 1, . . . , wi − n+1 , ci )

P (C) '
∏

i

P (ci |ci − 1, . . . , ci − m+1 )

Where the wi are the words of the sentence S and the ci are the concepts
composing C. To simplify theseequations,we often considerthat n = 1 and
m = 2 to obtain :

P (Ph|C) '
∏

i

P (wi |ci )

P (C) '
∏

i

P (ci |ci − 1)

In this case,the HMM states will correspond to the conceptsand P (ci |ci − 1)
is the transition probability betweenthe two statesci and ci − 1. P (wi |ci ) rep-
resents the probability of observingthe word wi at the HMM state ci . A very
simple caseof this modelisation problem is given by the next figure (figure 2).

I C C Fi−1i

Fig. 2. A simple conceptual modelisation example using HMM.

The problemwith this method is the neededdata for the training step.In fact,
to compute our model probabilities we have to provide huge corpus of anno-
tated data. The annotation step is achieved manually and it is consideredas
the most difficult task. In this paper, we try to automateall the understanding
processespecially to avoid thesevery heavy manual steps.
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3 Our understanding system architecture

In our work, we adopt the samegeneralarchitecture as given in the figure 1
but we proposenew techniqueswithin each component. Moreover, we try to
extract automatically our conceptsin a preliminary step.

Our detailed system architecture is shown in the figure 3. It is composed
of three principal components. The first one is a corpus processingmodule,
where we try to automatically extract the appropriate list of concepts by
using a Bayesiannetwork. This step is the more crucial one, becausewe will
useits output in all the other steps.The secondand the third onesare those
already defined in the figure 1. In our casethe “Semantic Transducer” is a
sentence labelling module wherewe associate to each word its semantic class.
The “Representation Converter” is divided into two steps.The first oneis the
“Generic query production” stage,it usesthe sentenceconceptsto build up a
genericquery for this sentence.The secondoneis the “SQL query generation”
stage,it usesthe initial sentenceand the genericquery to set conceptsand to
provide the final corresponding SQL query.

extraction
Concept

Concepts

Sentence 
labelling

Generic query Generic

query generation
SQL query

SQL query
Sentence

Appropriate

concepts

Representation converterSemantic transducer

production

Bayesian
network

Corpus

Fig. 3. Our detailed understanding system architecture.

4 Bayesian approac h for automatic concept extraction

The aim of this step is to identify the semantic conceptsrelated to our appli-
cation. The manual determination of theseconceptsis a very heavy task, so
we should find an automatic method to achieve such a work. The method to
be usedmust be able to gather the words of the corpus in various classesin
order to build up the list of the appropriate concepts.

To reach our goal we used an unsupervised classification technique. Among
the unsupervisedclassificationmethods, we tried the Kohonen maps and the
K-meansmethod. The obtained conceptswerequite significant, but contained
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some“noise”, it meansthat we found many words which did not have their
place in the meaningexpressedby theseconcepts.To solve this problem, we
exploredother methods and adoptedthe Bayesiannetwork technique because
of its mathematical baseand its powerful inferencemechanism [2]. A compar-
ison betweenthesemethods performanceswill be given in the section6.2. In
this section,we describe the Bayesiantheory principle usedfor the clustering
problem and we detail somecalculation stagesallowing us to find the concepts
related to our training corpus.

In this paper, we usea Bayesiannetwork conceived for the clustering problem
and called“AutoClass”. It acceptsreal and discretevaluesasinput. As result,
it providesfor each input, its membershipprobabilities in all the found classes.
AutoClass supposesthat there is a hidden multinomial variable which repre-
sents the various classesof the input data. It is basedon the Bayes theorem
expressedby :

p(H |D ) =
p(H ) p(D |H )

p(D )
(1)

In our case,D represents the observed data, that means, the words to be
classified.H is a hypothesis concerningthe number of classesand their de-
scriptions in term of probabilities. AutoClasstries to maximizethe probability
p(H |D ), i.e. given D (the words of the corpus), we must selectH (the set of
concepts)which maximizesthis probability.

In our Bayesian network, a word x i is given by a vector of K attributes,
x ik , k ∈ { 1...K } . A concept Cj is also described by K attributes, each one
is modeled by a normal Gaussian distribution.

−→
θ j k is a vector parameter

describing the attribute number k of the concept number j , Cj . It contains
two elements, the distribution mean µj k and the varianceσj k . For the whole
concept, this vector is noted

−→
θj and it contains the

−→
θj k of all the attributes

of the conceptCj . The probability that a word x i belongsto the conceptCj ,
called the class probability is noted πj and it also constitutes a descriptive
parameterof the conceptCj .

Thus,wedefinedour network parameters,the data D represents the wordsasa
vector −→x with I elements including all the x i . The hypothesisH corresponds
to the description of the conceptsand it is represented by three elements,
the number of concepts J and the two vectors −→π and

−→
θ which contains

respectively πj and
−→
θ j of all the concepts.AutoClass divides the concept

identification problem into two parts : the determination of the classification
parameters(−→π and

−→
θ ) for a given number of conceptsand the determination

of the number of conceptsJ . This last problemrequiresseveral approximations
which are explainedin [2]. In what follows, H will only represent the vectors
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−→π and
−→
θ . ReplacingD and H by their valuesin the equation 1 we obtain :

p(
−→
θ , −→π |−→x ) =

p(
−→
θ , −→π ) p(−→x |

−→
θ , −→π )

p(−→x )
(2)

Where p(
−→
θ , −→π ) is the prior distribution of the classificationparameters,its

calculation is well described in [2]. The prior probability of words,p(−→x ) canbe
computeddirectly, it is simply consideredasa normalizing constant. Here,we
are interested in the calculusof the probability p(−→x |

−→
θ , −→π ) which represents

the likelihood function of the data.

It is known that −→x is a vector representing all the words of the training data,
the probability of this vector is obtained by the product of the probabilities
of all the words separatelyas shown in the following equation :

p(−→x |
−→
θ , −→π ) =

I∏
i =1

p(x i |
−→
θ , −→π ) (3)

p(x i |
−→
θ , −→π ) is the probability of observingthe word x i independently of the

conceptto which it belongs.It is givenby the sumof the probabilities that this
word belongsto each concept separately, weighted by the classprobabilities
as indicated by the following equation :

p(x i |
−→
θ , −→π ) =

J∑
j =1

πj p(x i |x i ∈ Cj ,
−→
θ j ) (4)

Sincethe word x i is described by K attributes, with the strong assumption
that theseattributes are independent, the probability p(x i |x i ∈ Cj ,

−→
θ j ) can

thus be written in the following form :

p(x i |x i ∈ Cj ,
−→
θ j ) =

K∏
k=1

p(x ik |x i ∈ Cj ,
−→
θ j k) (5)

AutoClass models each real attribute by a normal Gaussiandistribution rep-
resented by the vector

−→
θ j k which contains two parametersµj k and σj k . In this

case,the classdistribution p(x ik |x i ∈ Cj ,
−→
θ j k), can be written like this :

p(x ik |x i ∈ Cj , µj k, σj k) =
1

√
2πσj k

exp
[

−
1
2

(x ik − µj k

σj k

)2]
(6)

Oncethis classdistribution is determined,we only have to seekfor the concept
parameterswhich maximize the starting probability p(

−→
θ , −→π |−→x ) and find the
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optimal conceptsrelated to our data [2].

5 Vector represen tations of words

In this section we present three different approaches to represent words in
vectorial aspect. This representation, which must be semantically significant,
constitutes a key stagein the understandingprocess.In fact, accordingto this
representation, the Bayesiannetwork will decideof wordsto group in the same
classin order to build up the neededlist of concepts.

5.1 Word context

One word can have several features but only few of them are relevant for
a good semantic representation. In a first step, we decided to associate to
each word its different contexts. We considerthat if two words have the same
contexts then they are semantically similar. In this approach, a word will be
represented by a vector of 2× N elements containing the N left context words
and the N right context words. Figure 4 shows how we associate for each word
its left and right bigram contextual representation.

BG

BG

W

W
2

3

BG

W

W

W

W

W

W

ED

W

W

ED

ED

1

1

2

2

3

3 4

4

<BG> <BG> W    W    W     W   <ED> <ED>1 2 3 4

Fig. 4. The bigram contextual representation of words.

Usingthis vector representation of wordswith our Bayesiannetwork, weobtain
many classesrepresenting good semantic concepts,but an important overlap-
ping hasbeennoticed. Moreover, we had difficulties in controlling the number
of concepts.

5.2 Similarity vector representation

To find more homogeneousconcepts,we completelychangedthe vector struc-
ture of each word. We used the averagemutual information measurewhich
tries to find contextual similarities betweenwords.
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In this approach, we associate to each word a vector with M elements, where
M is the size of the lexicon. The j th element of this vector represents the
averagemutual information between the word number j of the lexicon and
the word to be represented (equation 7).

Wi = [I (w1 : wi ), I (w2 : wi ), . . . , I (wj : wi ), . . . , I (wM : wi )] (7)

This vector expressesthe similarity degreebetween the word to represent
and all the other words of the corpus. The formula of the average mutual
information betweentwo words wa and wb is given by :

I (wa : wb) = P (wa, wb) log P (wa |wb)
P (wa )P (wb) + P (wa, wb) log P (wa |wb)

P (wa )P (wb) +

P (wa, wb) log P (wa |wb)
P (wa )P (wb) + P (wa, wb) log P (wa |wb)

P (wa )P (wb)

(8)

Where P (wa, wb) is the probability to find wa and wb in the samesentence,
P (wa | wb) is the probability to find wa knowing that we already met wb,
P (wa) is the probability of the word wa and P (wa) is the probability of any
other word except wa.

By using this vector representation, the Bayesian network achieves homoge-
neoussemantic classes.A classis madeup of words sharingthe samesemantic
properties. The number of classesis very coherent with our application. This
representation alsoenablesus to solve the problem of the overlapping between
concepts.However someimperfectionsarestill present and we will try to avoid
them with the next proposedword representation.

5.3 Combinaison: context and similarity

In this approach we combined the two precedingrepresentations in order to
improve results.In the first approach we work on the occurrencelevel wherewe
directly exploit information related to the word context. In the secondone,we
usea measureto seekfor similarities betweenwords.We caneasilynotice that
the information usedin thesetwo methods is different but complementary.

To combine thesetwo methods, we decidedto represent each word by a matrix
M × 3 of averagemutual information measures.The first column of this ma-
trix corresponds to the precedingvector of averagemutual information (see
section 5.2), the secondcolumn represents the averagemutual information
measuresbetween the vocabulary words and the left context of the word to
be represented. The third column is determined by the samemanner but it
concernsthe right context. The j th valueof the secondcolumn is the weighted
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averagemutual information betweenthe j th word of the vocabulary and the
vector constituting the left context of the word Wi . It is calculatedasfollows:

I M M j (C i
l ) =

∑
wl ∈ L W i

I (wj : wl ) × K wl∑
wl ∈ L W i

K wl
(9)

Where I M M j (C i
l ) is the averagemutual information between the word wj

of the lexicon and the left context of the word Wi . I (wj : wl ) represents the
averagemutual information between the word number j of the lexicon and
the word wl which belongsto the left context of the word Wi and K wl is the
number of times where the word wl is found in the left context of the word
Wi . The word Wi thus represented by the matrix shown in the figure 5.

1 iI(w  : w  )

2IMM  (Cr)
i1IMM  (Cr)
i

MIMM  (Cr)
i

IMM  (C )1

i

IMM  (C )2

i

IMM  (C )j
i

MIMM  (C )
i

W i =

i

i

I(w  : w  )2

j

MI(w   : w  )

I(w  : w  )

i

j
i

IMM  (Cr)

l

l

l

l

Fig. 5. Representation of the word Wi by the combined method.

The matrix usedto represent a word in the corpusexploits a maximum num-
ber of information that can be related to this word. It considersits context
and its similarity with all the other words of the lexicon. Such a word rep-
resentation could help the Bayesiannetwork to classify the words and allows
us to considerablyimprove results. We obtain a coherent list of concepts.We
decidedto keeptheseonesfor the rest of the understandingtreatment.

6 Exp erimen tal conditions

In our work, we are interestedin two kinds of applications. The first one is a
bookmark consultation application wherewe usethe corpusof the European
project MIAMM. The aim of this project is to build up a platform of an oral
multimo dal dialogue. The corpus contains 71287different queriesexpressed
in French. Each query expressesa particular manner to requestthe database.
Someexamplesof thesequeriesare given in the table 1.

The secondapplication concernsthe purseand it is related to a french project
calledIVOMOB that aimsto industrialize the techniquesof speech recognition
and speech understanding.The training corpus that we usedcontains 51864
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querieswritten in French and expressingmany mannersto requestthe purse
database.Someexamplesof thesequeriesare alsogiven in table 2.

Table 1
Someexamplesof queriesin the MIAMM corpus.

Show me the contents of my bookmarks.

I would like to know if you can take the contents that I prefer.

Do you want to select the titles that I prefer.

Is it possiblethat you select the first of my bookmarks.

Is it possibleto indicate me a similar thing.

Can you show me only December 2001.

It is necessarythat you print the list that I usedearly this morning.

Table 2
Someexamplesof queriesin the IV OMOB corpus.

Give me the courselevel of the Alcatel company.

Can you provide me the action level of Alcatel company.

I needthe progressionof the minimum level of the Alcatel group course.

I would like to know the BNP courseevolution.

I needthe courselevel of the BNP company by mail.

Can you give me by fax the most high courselevel of BNP.

Just the maximum of the Alcatel action.

Each training corpus contains almost one hundred vocabulary words after
eliminating all the tool words as well as the words having weak frequency.
Our aim in this step is to cluster all these vocabulary words to form the
semantic conceptsof the treated application.

6.1 The evaluation method for the concept extraction step

Making an objective evaluation of semantic conceptsis a very hard task. In
fact, if we want to decideif a conceptis correct or not, we can found as much
responsesasasked people.This kind of questiondependson many factors like
the application context, the asked people,the words nature, etc.

In our case,we usean evaluation measurewell known and usedin somesimilar
tasks which is the efficacit y measure.This latter aims to find a kind of per-
centageof correct words in each found concept.Consequently, we needto draw
up manually a referencelist of conceptsthat we considerperfect and where
the words are very well classified.In our work, we define13 referenceconcepts
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for the MIAMM application and 11 referenceconceptsfor the IVOMOB ap-
plication. We assumethat each referenceconceptis noted Ci . To computethe
efficacit y of an obtained list of n concepts(Cj, 1≤ j ≤ n), we first needto define
the recall and the precisionmeasuresas :

r ecall(i, j ) =
nij

N i

precision(i, j ) =
nij

N j

Where nij is the number of words present in both conceptsCi and Cj . N i is
the total number of words of the conceptCi and respectively for N j .

Thus the efficacit y F (i, j ) will be definedas :

F (i, j ) =
2 × precision(i, j ) × r ecall(i, j )

precision(i, j ) + r ecall(i, j )

This efficacit y measureconcernsonly two conceptsCi and Cj . To compute
the efficacit y related to the whole referenceconcept Ci we just seekfor the
maximum efficacit y value obtained with this latter :

F (i ) = max
j

F (i, j )

For the whole list of the referenceconcepts the final value of efficacit y is
computed as a weighted mean:

F =
∑

i

pi × F (i )

Where pi represents the weight of the conceptCi and it is given by :

pi =
N i∑
k Nk

6.2 Results

As saidabove, we considerthat the task of extracting the semantic conceptsof
an application consistsin clustering its vocabulary words to build up various
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classeswhich represent the concepts.We then test two clusteringmethods and
we comparetheir performanceswith thoseachieved by the Bayesiannetwork.
The tested methods are the Kohonen mapsand the K-meansalgorithm.

To evaluate and comparethe conceptsobtained by each clustering method we
usethe efficacit y measurethat we definedin the precedingsection.

We alsocomparethe three vector representations of wordsthat we proposedin
th e section5. In the next table (table 3), we only give resultsobtained by the
similarity vector representation and the combined matrix representation. In
fact, context word representation can be only usedby the Bayesiannetwork
and we can not determine its results with the Kohonen and the K-means
methods. We just notice that when using these kind of representation with
AutoClass we obtain many overlapping conceptssometimes not semantically
representativ es.The achieved efficacit y valuesare 76%and 74.5%respectively
with the applications MIAMM and IVOMOB.

K-means Kohonen AutoClass

Similarit y I V OM OB 63.2% 75.3% 82.0%

vector represen tation M I AM M 74.1% 77.1% 84.7%

Com bined I V OM OB 67.7% 77.1% 86.3%

matrix represen tation M I AM M 76.4% 80.4% 89.3%
Table 3
Efficacities valuesobtained with the conceptsfound by each clustering method and
each vector representation with MIAMM and IV OMOB applications.

Finally, we notice that usingthe combined matrix representation of words, the
Bayesiannetwork give the best results and finds a coherent lists of concepts
which are perfectly related to the consideredapplications. In fact, using this
method we achieve good results and we obtain 86.3%and 89.3%as efficacit y
rates respectively with the MIAMM and the IVOMOB applications.

7 Post-pro cessing step

The last step consistsin providing the SQL queriesassociated with the input
textual requests.During this phase,we start by the requestinterpretation. In
fact, if we have all the conceptswhich govern our application, we can affect
to each request its suitable list of conceptsby associating to each word its
corresponding semantic class.Sinceour conceptsdo not overlap, labelling the
requestsdoesnot present any risk of ambiguity.
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7.1 Generic query representation

Our goal is to provide at the end the corresponding SQL query which can
answer the user request.In the literature this task is usually ignored or done
in an ad-hoc manner. In thesecases,very complicated inferencemechanisms
are implemented to obtain final SQL queries.

In our case,we choose to divide this tasks into two steps. In the first one,
we try to automatically build up a kind of genericquerieshaving the same
structures than thosewritten in SQL.

This genericquery production constitutes the first step in the “Representa-
tion Converter” (see figure 3). The principal function of this module is to
translate the conceptualrepresentation of the sentence into a query represen-
tation where the conceptstake the placesof tables and conditions as shown
in the figure 8. For example,if we find the concept“Date”, we don’t know the
value of this date but, we can indicate in the generatedquery that there is a
condition on the date. Therefore,the generatedquery can be written as :

select Object
from TableBookmark
whereCondition Date;

To achieve this task with an automatic manner,we definea concepthierarchy
which is quite similar to the generalstructure of an SQL query. The figures
6 and 7 show how we can organizethe MIAMM and IVOMOB conceptsin a
samehierarchy to fit the SQL queriesstructure. In thesefigures,we placethe
obtained conceptsat the tree leaf level and we draw up the matching between
each hierarchy part with an SQL query phrase.In this way, we can automati-
cally build genericqueriesby replacingeach conceptby its corresponding SQL
phrase.

Introduction

Action

Tables Conditions

Date

Object

Object

Select from Table where   Conditions

Body

Courtesy Wish Order Favorite Used Period Similarity

Request

Request expressing Need

Object

Liked

Fig. 6. Hierarchy of the MIAMM application concepts.
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Introduction

Action Information

Conditions

Select from

Evolution

where   Conditions

Tables

Table

Body

ObjectRequest expressing Need

Request

Courtesy Wish To do Order Sending CourseValue Name

Object

Fig. 7. Hierarchy of the IV OMOB application concepts.

7.2 SQL query generation

As a last phase,we set each concept, in the genericrequest,by its value de-
ducedby goingback to the initial sentence.This is doneby a pattern matching
mechanism which retrieves the proper object from the sentence and replaces
it by the neededdatabaseattribute in the final SQL query. This module is a
task specific one. In fact, such inferencemechanism is very specific one and
cannot be automatedbecauseit hasto respect the databasestructure and the
initial requestof the user.Obviously, this task can’t be donein an automatic
way. That’s why we implement a simple inferenceengineto obtain at the end
well formed SQL queriesthat we can carry out to extract the required data.
This is also shown as a last step in the figure 8.

7.3 The speech recognition step

The last step of this work consists in integrating the understanding mod-
ule in a real platform of automatic speech recognition. For that, we use the
recognition output as an input for our understanding module. In our exper-
iments, we use the automatic speech recognition system ESPERE (Engine
for SPEech REcognition) developed in our team [7] and basedon a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). We choosethe following acoustic parameterization:
35 features, namely 11 static mel-cepstral coeffetions (C0 was removed), 12
delta and 12 delta delta. The chosenHMM is 3 states multigaussiencontext
independent. Two bigram languagemodelshave beentrained on the MIAMM
and the IVOMOB corpora.

To adapt the systemto our experimental platform, we addedsomefunction-
alities to useit in a real context. We also remove noiseat the beginning and
at the end of each sentence.By this way, we decreasethe insertion rate of the
recognition step.
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8 Results and discussion

At the end, our oral understanding system is operational. As input, queries
can be given as a signal or a text. The output of this palteform is a SQL
query which fits perfectly the user’srequest.In other words, we considerthat
a systemunderstandswhat hasbeenuttered if the answer retrieved from the
databasevia the SQL commandcorresponds to what the user asked for. For
test we use400sentencespronouncedby 4 different speakers for the MIAMM
application and 200 sentences pronouncedby 2 speakers for the IVOMOB
application. It worths to bementioned that the test sentencesarevery different
from thoseusedin the training step.

To illustrate the variousstagesfollowedin order to generatea good SQL query,
an example is given in figure 8 concerninga bookmark consultation request
(MIAMM application).

Show me the bookmarks that I used before December 2001

Concepts
identification

Order, Object, Bookmark, Date

select Object from table_bookmark where condition_date ;

Generic query
production

SQL query
generation

select * from bookmarks where date < #01/12/2001# ;

1. 

2. 

3. 

Fig. 8. Treatment sequence: from a natural languagerequest to the corresponding
SQL query.

The obtained results are very encouraging.In fact, with the MIAMM appli-
cation we achieve a rate of 76.5%of conceptswell detectedand a rate of 78%
of correct SQL requests.Although these results are quite high, the speech
recognition systemgivesonly a performanceof 62%. When entry is text, the
understandingperformancereaches92%.The sameremarkscan be donewith
the IVOMOB results where we achieve a rate of 79.1%of conceptswell de-
tected and a rate of 81%of correct SQL requestswhen the speech recognition
system gives only a performanceof 65.2%.With textual entries, the under-
standing performancereaches92.5%.Theseresultsare resumedin the table 4.

The speech understandingsystemdeveloped by Pieraccini [8] on ATIS corpus
(Air-T ravel Information Services)correctly answers 141 queriesfrom a total
test set of 195 sentenceswhich is over 72%successrate. With a speech input
of the sametest set, the systemgivesmore than 50% as understandingrate.
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MIAMM IV OMOB

The test corpus size 400 200

Num ber of speackers 4 2

Recognition rate 62% 65.2%

Concept detection rate 76.5% 79.1%

Understanding rate 78% 81%

Understanding rate with text input 92% 92.5%
Table 4
Obtained results with the two applications MIAMM and IV OMOB within each
understanding step.

In spite of the recognition errors the understandingspeech systemwe devel-
oped yields a good result. Somany works have to be donein order to improve
the results and to obtain similar results to thosewith a text entry. Obviously,
efforts have to be doneon both speech recognitionand understandingprocess.

9 Conclusion

In this article, we considerthat the automatic speech understandingproblem
can be seenas an association problem between two different languages,the
natural languageand the concept language.Conceptsare semantic entities
gathering a set of words which sharethe samesemantic properties and which
expressa given idea. We proposeda Bayesiannetwork basedmethod to auto-
matically extract the concepts,as well asan approach for automatic sentence
labelling and an enginefor generatingSQL queriescorresponding to the user
requests.

The concept extraction and the sentence labelling tasks are usually carried
out manually. They constitute then, the most delicateand the most expensive
phase in the understanding process.The method suggestedin this article
allows us to avoid the needfor the human expertise and givesgood results in
terms of conceptsviabilit y and relevant retrieved SQL requests.At the end,
we obtain 92% and 92.5%of correct SQL querieson the test corpora of the
two treated applications. The proposedmethod can also be usedfor several
other research fields that usethe semantic classification: text categorization,
information retrieval and data mining.

We also integrated our understandingmodule with a speech recognition sys-
tem in order to carry out a complete interactive application. In spite of a
speech recognition rates of 62% and 65.2%, we achieve final understanding
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performancesrespectively of 78% and 81%. Theseresults show that the un-
derstandingprocesswe developed is robust with the speech recognitionsystem
errors.

We plan to extend the post-processingmodule to make it able to react vis-
a-vis new key words not included in the concepts.It is then necessarythat
our model be able to add new words to the appropriate conceptswithin the
exploitation step. We also plan to integrate our understanding module in a
real plate-form of man-machine oral dialogue.
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